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When the Television Food Network launched in 1993, its programming was
conceived as educational: it would teach people how to cook well, with side trips
into the economics of food and healthy living. Today, however, the network is
primarily known for splashy celebrity chefs and spirited competition shows. These
new essays explore how the Food Network came to be known for consistently
providing comforting programming that offers an escape from reality, where the
storyline is just as important as the food that is being created. It dissects some of
the biggest personalities that emerged from the Food Network itself, such as Guy
Fieri, and offers a critical examination of a variety of chefs' feminisms and the
complicated nature of success. Some writers posit that the Food Network is
creating an engaging, important dialogue about modes of instruction and
education, and others analyze how the Food Network presents locality and place
through the sharing of food culture with the viewing public. This book will bring
together these threads as it explores the rise, development, and unique
adaptability of the Food Network.
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Explore daily life in Ancient Rome from the Colosseum to commode and how this
powerful empire ruled much of the world for more than 1,000 years.
“Where else does math become a romp, full of entertaining tricks and
turns?”—Bryce Christensen, Booklist Have you ever considered why you always
get stuck in the longest line? Why two’s company but three’s a crowd? Or why
there are six degrees of separation instead of seven? In this hugely informative
and endlessly entertaining book, John D. Barrow takes the most baffling of
everyday phenomena and—with simple math, lucid explanations, and
illustrations—explains why they work the way they do. His witty, crystal-clear
answers shed light on the dark and shadowy corners of the physical world we all
think we understand so well.
Did you know that Elizabeth Gilbert once worked for GQ magazine? Or, did you
know that, Gilbert started writing while she was still in college? What are the
amazing facts of The Signature of All Things by Elizabeth Gilbert? Do you want
to know the golden nuggets of facts readers love? If you've enjoyed the book,
then this will be a must read delight for you! Collected for readers everywhere are
101 book facts about the book & author that are fun, down-to-earth, and
amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through the book!
Tips & Tricks to Enhance Reading Experience • Enter "G Whiz" after your
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favorite title to see if publication exists! ie) Harry Potter G Whiz • Enter "G Whiz
101" to search for entire catalogue! • Tell us what title you want next! • Combine
your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons! • Submit a review and hop on the
Wall of Contributors! “Get ready for fun, down-to-earth, and amazing facts that
keep you laughing & learning!" - G Whiz DISCLAIMER: This work is an derivative
work not to be confused with the original title. It is a collection of facts from
reputable sources generally known to the public with source URLs for further
reading and enjoyment. It is unofficial and unaffiliated with respective parties of
the original title in any way. Due to the nature of research, no content shall be
deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes. Refined and tested for
quality, we provide a 100% satisfaction guarantee or your money back?
#17 in the Mac detective series. "Mac is one of our best private eyes." -- San
Francisco Chronicle "Thomas B. Dewey is one of detective fiction's severely
underrated writers!" -- Bill Pronzini "Mac has been called one of the most
believable and humane PI's in crime fiction. He is reluctant to use either his gun
or his fists, but will do so when the situation demands it, or in self-defense; he
doesn't merely solve his clients' cases, but provides moral support and sympathy
as well; and perhaps most notable of all, Mac feels, and is not afraid to show
itópain, loss, sorrow, loneliness." --thrillingdetective.com
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Born to Rule is the unauthorised biography that unravels the many layers of the
man who has just become the 29th Prime Minister of Australia. The highs and
lows of Malcolm Turnbull's remarkable career are documented here in
technicolour detail by journalist Paddy Manning. Based on countless interviews
and painstaking research, it is a forensic investigation into one of Australia's most
celebrated overachievers. Turnbull's relentless energy and quest for achievement
have taken him from exclusive Point Piper to Oxford University; from beating the
Thatcher government in the Spycatcher trial to losing the referendum on the
republic; from defending the late Kerry Packer—codenamed Goanna—in the
Costigan Royal Commission to defending his own role in the failure of HIH,
Australia's biggest corporate collapse. He was involved in the unravelling of the
Tourang bid for Fairfax, struck it rich as co-founder of OzEmail, and fought his
own hotly contested battle for Wentworth. As opposition leader he was duped by
Godwin Grech's 'Utegate' fiasco; as the most tech-savvy communications
minister he oversaw a nobbled NBN scheme. And now he has assumed the
leadership of the Liberal Party for the second time after wresting the prime
ministership from first-term PM Tony Abbott. Will Turnbull crash and burn as he
has before or has his entire tumultuous life been a rehearsal for this moment?
Pretty tails belong to the most magnificent sea creatures! But did you know that
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tails move on differently depending on which creatures they're attached to?
Whales move their tales up and down while Nemo the fish moved his from side to
side. Find out which marine animals have tails that go up and down and which
ones have tails that go side to side. Get a copy now!
Crammed with 1,001 tidbits of information, this trivia book covers such categories
as food and drink, health, religion, business, and more.
Only Losers Don't Have Cell Phones... That's what Sophie thinks in the beginning
of this hilarious and heartwarming, illustrated chapter book about fitting in. She
feels like an outsider because she's the only one in her class without a cell
phone, and her crush, new kid Toby Johnson, has been calling her best friend
Chloe. To fit in, Sophie changes who she is. Her plan to become popular works
for a while, and she and Toby start to become friends. Things get more
complicated when Sophie "borrows" a cell phone and gets caught. If her parents
make her tell the truth, what will her friends think? Turns out Toby has also been
hiding something, and Sophie discovers the best way to make true friends is to
be yourself. Here's what Goodreads reviewers say about Sophie Washington:
Things You Didn't Know About Sophie: "Sophie is a real character with flaws and
it is fun reading how she matures. The story line was funny and realistic." "Virtues
like honesty, friendship and being true to yourself are always in style, and this
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book teaches that in a fun way. Also, it's great to learn a little bit about Texas
too!" "Very well written middle school book." This is the third book in the Readers'
Favorite five star rated Sophie Washington book series that includes: Sophie
Washington: Queen of the Bee (Book 1) Sophie Washington: The Snitch (Book
2) Sophie Washington: Things You Didn't Know About Sophie (Book 3) Sophie
Washington: The Gamer (Book 4) Sophie Washington: Hurricane (Book 5)
Sophie Washington: Mission: Costa Rica (Book 6) Sophie Washington: Secret
Santa (Book 7) Sophie Wasington: Code One (Book 8) Sophie Washington:
Mismatch (Book 9) Sophie Washington: My BFF (Book 10) Kids Ages 8-12.
From castles and knights to the danger of bathroom breaks in the Middle Ages,
readers discover amazing and amusing facts about cleaning up–or not–during
the Middle Ages.
Number of Exhibits: 10
"The Essential Wizard of Oz" is brimming with amazing true stories, corrected
myths, and particular particulars about the most-watched movie in film history –
more than one billion people have seen MGM's 1939 classic. The book is not
meant to provide a comprehensive nor complete academic reference, but rather
an accessible distillation, a delightful confection in its own right, about a film that
is one of the most beloved pieces of motion picture art and one that has
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resonated across three-quarters of a century.
There are many devotional books available containing brief, daily inspirations that
benefit all who read them. This book is different in two respects. The first is
obvious: it contains two readings per day—732 in all. The second, more important
difference is that the author wanted to do more than offer inspiration; this would
make this book no different than so many others. The messages in the book are
study sketches in that the content is not only inspirational, but also educational,
challenging, and encouraging. Most of these writings were based on author
Michael J. Akers’s teaching of adult Bible studies for more than thirty years and
learning what really brought adults to want to deepen their knowledge and
application of the Word of God.
"College football's most colorful, endearing, and successful pioneer, Steve
Spurrier, shares his story of a life in football -- from growing up in Tennessee to
winning the Heisman Trophy to playing and coaching in the pros to leading the
Florida Gators to six SEC Championships and a National Championship to
elevating the South Carolina program to new heights -- and coaching like nobody
else, "--NoveList.
"Fools gold and buckaroos in the Old West. The American West was at once an
unexplored frontier--and the ancient home of thousands of American Natives. Explore
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the Old West with 50 fun and amazing facts about Cowboys and Indians and the horses
they rode."-Discover the truth behind the myths of the Emerald Isle Forget about shamrocks,
leprechans, and all that blarney; 101 Things You Didn't Know about Irish History dispels
the myths and tells the true story of the Irish. Inside, you'll learn about: Lives of the
ancient Celts before the British invasions Famous Irish including Michael Collins,
Charles Parnell—and Bono! The potato famine and emigration (were there really gangs
of New York?) Irish music and dance Complete with an Irish language primer and
pronunciation guide, 101 Things You Didn't Know about Irish History is an informative
reference for anyone who loves the Irish.
Celebrate Earth Day with Dr. Seuss and the Lorax in this classic picture book about
protecting the environment! I am the Lorax. I speak for the trees. Dr. Seuss’s beloved
story teaches kids to speak up and stand up for those who can’t. With a recyclingfriendly “Go Green” message, The Lorax allows young readers to experience the
beauty of the Truffula Trees and the danger of taking our earth for granted, all in a story
that is timely, playful and hopeful. The book’s final pages teach us that just one small
seed, or one small child, can make a difference. Printed on recycled paper, this book is
the perfect gift for Earth Day and for any child—or child at heart—who is interested in
recycling, advocacy and the environment, or just loves nature and playing outside.
Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s not.
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“Pretty much all the stuff you need to know is in Dr. Seuss.” –President Barack Obama
A young girl lists the seventeen things she is not allowed to do anymore, including not
being able to make ice after freezing a fly in one of the cubes.
I want to introduce myself to the world. Hi my name is Ritchie C. Mcphee Sr. Bahamian
by birth, but still just a mortal human being, A MAN, a man like any other man. This is
not a memoir, just me looking at the world through my eyes. This is just an insight into
the way I think, the way I reason, the way I rationalize, and try to make sense of this
world that we live in. Some of you might be surprised at my interpretation of what I'm
seeing, some might be in denial, while others might have the same interpretations, and
simply just don't care. All I want to do is raise the conscious thinking of man, and
hopefully learn a little more about myself as I grow through this book.
This is an inspiring book about a young man who would not let the barriers of life
conflict with his determination to become successful for the future of his family. When
trials and tribulations occurred he made a way for himself, sometimes having to make
changes so drastic that if one wrong move was made it could have been the end.
Toothless at twenty in Colonial America? Discover some of the most amazing and
amusing facts about life in Colonial America and how the pilgrims survived it all.
An entertaining, eye-opening guide to what math and physics can reveal about sports. How
can sprinter Usain Bolt break his world record without expending any additional effort? What
dates of birth give rise to the best professional athletes? Is it better to have the inside or
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outside lane during a race? Drawing on vivid, real-life examples, mathematician John D.
Barrow entertainingly explores the eye-opening, often counterintuitive, insights into the world of
sports that math and physics can give us. For example, we learn that left-handed boxers have
a statistical advantage over their right-handed opponents. Through clear, detailed, and
fascinating mathematical explanations, Barrow reveals the best techniques and strategies for
an incredible range of sports, from soccer and running to cycling, archery, gymnastics, and
rowing.
An entertaining and illuminating collection of 100 surprising connections between math and the
arts. At first glance, the worlds of math and the arts might not seem like comfortable neighbors.
But as mathematician John D. Barrow points out, they have a strong and natural affinity—after
all, math is the study of all patterns, and the world of the arts is rich with pattern. Barrow whisks
us through 100 thought-provoking and often whimsical intersections between math and many
arts, from the golden ratios of Mondrian’s rectangles and the curious fractal-like nature of
Pollock’s drip paintings to ballerinas’ gravity-defying leaps and the next generation of
monkeys on typewriters tackling Shakespeare. For those of us with our feet planted more
firmly on the ground, Barrow also wields everyday equations to reveal how many guards are
needed in an art gallery or where you should stand to look at sculptures. From music and
drama to literature and the visual arts, Barrow’s witty and accessible observations are sure to
spark the imaginations of math nerds and art aficionados alike.
The CSB Disciple’s Study Bible guides an individual’s journey in following Jesus, by featuring
discipleship themed study notes, as well as tools and resources that equip Christians to
disciple others. This CSB study Bible includes the Foundations 260 Reading Plan, featuring
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260 concise daily readings with commentary from Pastor Robby Gallaty and ample page space
to engage the text and journal via the H.E.A.R journaling method (Highlight-Explain-ApplyRespond). With additional articles on discipleship from the team at Replicate Ministries, The
Disciple’s Study Bible will help foster engagement and practical application of God’s Word in
the life of a disciple on a daily basis. Features of this CSB Christian Bible include: an
Introduction to The CSB Disciple’s Study Bible and Foundations 260 (F260) reading plan by
Pastor Robby Gallaty, discipleship themed study notes, F260 Reading plan with commentary
and H.E.A.R journaling space, discipleship articles from the team at Replicate Ministries, book
introductions featuring timelines, outlines, and contribution to the Bible, center-column crossreferences, topical subheadings, two-column text, concordance, smyth-sewn binding,
presentation Section, and full-color maps. CSB Bibles by Holman feature the highly readable,
highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The CSB stays as literal as
possible to the Bible's original meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage
with Scripture's life-transforming message and to share it with others.
Susana was living the dream she had never thought possible. Having finished Doug Damour’s
6,000-mile cross-country footrace, she had become an heir to his vast fortune. He’d even
healed her of the disfiguring burn scars that had repelled people on sight. Now, thanks to
Doug’s generosity, she was actually married, not to mention pursuing a doctorate and looking
forward to starting her own family. Never had she imagined herself in such a privileged
position! But her picture-perfect bubble abruptly popped when her new husband, Chris Strider,
landed on the enemy’s “List.” Battling her fear of the unknown, Susana clung desperately to
her dream. Yet Doug insisted that she must surrender everything to him, including Chris.
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Surrender. Trust. Faith. The words haunted her. Could she trust Doug with her most precious
gifts?
This book provides information about various facts about the human body.
How to Use this Book of Discernment You can read it straight through . . . Or If you feel you or
someone you know is being attacked on a specific point of our faith which is more than likely
an attack of our creeds and our faith there is defense in the Scripture . . . Open up the The
Armor of God to the point of contention and be refreshed . . . The Opening Apostles Creed is
written for the reader being a child; thirty minutes breeze right through, like the City of
Worcester buses advertise, read twenty minutes with a child, but not quietly, strengthens their
voice and confidence. READ OUT LOUD. Regards, Carl Robert Rushton
Even those who know a great deal about the Easter Rising may not know that there were
temporary ceasefires in the St Stephen's Green area, to allow the park attendants to feed the
Green's ducks. Few know that the first shots of the rising were actually fired near Portlaoise
and not in Dublin or indeed that both sides issued receipts: the rebels for food, the British for
handcuffs. It features excerpts from a previously unpublished diary written by a member of the
Jacob's garrison; the story of how rebel communications (being sent in a tin can from rooftop to
rooftop) were interrupted by a British crackshot sniper and many other remarkable facts. 50
Things you didn't know about 1916 is a treasure trove of trivia and information that will appeal
to the avid student of 1916 as well as the casual reader.

“At your fingertips are the counsel, wisdom, and advice of three of the most humble,
credentialed, and experienced professionals in the field of career navigation. These
three men have encouraged, coached, mentored, and networked with countless, wellPage 12/14
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qualified professionals who suddenly found themselves out of a job. Through Survive
and Thrive, these men share their advice for those whose world has just been rocked –
hard. This level of counsel in one book is an absolute treasure.” —Ron Brumbarger,
Founder and President of Apprentice University “Hinshaw, Faulconer, and Johnson
have scored a big success with this book! It’s a real and ready resource of what is
important and useful in navigating the turbulent waters of the job search. They’ve
managed to provide plenty of resources for personal assessment and practical
progress while driving home the need to conduct your job search in a context of
community. Their book will prove to be a great asset and effective tool in gaining your
next employment adventure!” —Lou Stoops, Professional Consultant, Speaker, Trainer,
and Life and Business Coach “The way you conduct a career search has changed
radically. It is easy to find a job. It is much more competitive to find a career. With STAR
stories and skills training, TNG offers an approach that helps you to stand out from the
others. TNG has helped hundreds find their next career.” —Bruce Flanagan, Career
Coach and author of It’s Not About You, It’s About Them
Learn all about Pharaohs and daily life (and death) in Ancient Egypt. Discover 3,000
years of an ancient civilization through amazing and amusing facts about daily life,
afterlife, and how the rulers kept it all under control.
Explore vending machines and flushing toilets in Ancient Greece. Discover the amazing
and amusing marvels this fascinating ancient civilization has given us from democracy
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to geometry.
Get the lowdown on America’s Bloodiest War—the Civil War—with this essential guide to
101 interesting and unexpected facts about this defining event in US history. Do you
know which state first seceded from the Union? What about the individual who could be
considered the Mata Hari of the Civil War? Or how about which Bible passage
Southerners used to justify slavery? You’ll find answers to these questions and many,
many more in 101 Things You Didn’t Know about the Civil War. Packed with
fascinating details about the people, places, and events that defined our nation’s most
contentious conflict, this tell-all guide reveals the inside scoop on slavery and its impact
on the war; great—and not-so-great—leaders and generals; battles fought and lost—and
fought again; some of the most shocking horrors of the war; women, children, and
African Americans in the war. Complete with a helpful timeline, 101 Things You Didn’t
Know about the Civil War is your go-to guide for little-known facts about the war that
dramatically altered the course of American history forever.
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